THE GAME IS OVER
Words & Music by John Denver, Bourtauire & Bouchety
from Whose Garden Was This (1970)

G                  D
TIME, THERE WAS A TIME
C                   G
YOU COULD TALK TO ME WITHOUT SPEAKING.
C
YOU WOULD LOOK AT ME
G                  D
AND I'D KNOW ALL THERE WAS TO KNOW.
G D                  Em                    Bm
DAYS I THINK OF YOU AND REMEMBER
D                   G D
THE LIES WE TOLD IN THE NIGHT.
Em                   Bm
THE LOVE WE KNEW, THE THINGS WE SHARED
G G7                  C                    D
WHEN OUR HEARTS WERE BEATING TOGETHER.
G D                  Em
DAYS THAT WERE SO FEW.
Bm D                  G
FULL OF LOVE AND YOU.
Am D                  G
GO--NE, THE DAYS ARE GONE NOW.
A Bm A7                D
DAYS THAT SEEM SO WRONG NOW.
G D                  Em                    Bm
LIFE WON'T BE THE SAME WITHOUT YOU.
D                   G D                  Em
TO HOLD AGAIN IN MY ARMS TO EASE THE PAIN.
Bm                   G G7
AND REMEMBER WHEN OUR LOVE
C                  D D7
WAS A REASON FOR LIVING.
G D                  Em
DAYS THAT WERE SO FEW.
Bm D                  Em
FULL OF LOVE AND YOU.
G D
THE GAME IS OVER.
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